Characteristics And Outcome Of Patients With Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma-Treated With Chemotherapy Or Chemo-Immunotherapy.
Diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma, is the most common subtype of Non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Aim of this study was to look at the characteristics and outcome of DLBCL patients who were treated with chemotherapy or chemotherapy plus rituximab at our institution. Data of 750 patients, who got registered at our institute between 2007 and 2014, was reviewed retrospectively. After appropriate exclusions, 337 were included. Disease free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) were compared between patients who received rituximab plus CHOP (Cyclophosphamide, Doxorubicine, Vincristine, Prednisolon) (R-Ch) and standard chemotherapy- CHOP (S-Ch). Males and females were 216 (64%) and 121 (36%) respectively, with median age 38 years (Range 18-80 yrs.). R-Ch and S.Ch was received by 129(38.3%) and 197(58.4%) patients, respectively. Complete remission (CR) was achieved by 81 (62.8%) vs. 105 (53.3%) patients in R-Ch vs. S-Ch cohorts, respectively. In subset analysis CR was seen in 34 (63.0%) and 45 (58.4%) (p=0.01) in R-Ch/XRT and S-Ch/XRT, respectively. At three years, DFS was 85.3% vs. 74% (p=0.04) and OS was 82.2% vs. 72.6% (p=0.02) in R-Ch and S-Ch cohorts respectively. Deaths observed were 9 Vs.13 in R-Ch/XRT and S-Ch/XRT, respectively. Based on our study, onset of DLBCL is at younger age in our population with male predominance. Addition of rituximab to CHOP resulted in better DFS and OS in patients with DLBCL. In developing countries, due to cost, large number of patients do not have access to rituximab. Efforts should be made to reduce the price of targeted therapies so that more and more patients are benefitted from these newer agents.